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LETTER FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
February 2021
My pandemic life is small, local, and surrounded by colleges and universities. The trails I take
during daily walks run alongside Johns Hopkins University, Loyola University Maryland, and
Notre Dame of Maryland University campuses. When visiting my quarantine-pod friend, a staff
member at UMBC, we pick up coffees from Red Emma’s, nestled between University of
Baltimore buildings, and walk back to her Bolton Hill home, woven into the fabric of Maryland
Institute College of Art.
When I feel like a bike ride, I head over to Lake Montebello and Herring Run Park, tucked in
Morgan State University’s neighborhood. After a weekend hike at Patapsco State Park or Lake
Roland, I stop by Costco near CCBC and Stevenson University. Trips to my favorite grocery
store, Kenilworth Trader Joe’s, provide a glimpse of Goucher College, Towson University, and
the latest construction near the Towson Circle. During the two trips I took to the Baltimore
Convention Center for COVID-19 test, University of Maryland, Baltimore healthcare workers
cheerfully greeted anxious Baltimoreans and administered the eye-watering nasal swab.
Each Baltimore Collegetown member is critical to the region’s future. College campuses are
vital, vibrant, job-creating, and transformative anchors in our communities. In 2020, they were
tested, shaken, and heartbreakingly emptier than any of us would have wanted. Thank you to
our elected officials and college presidents for the courage they employed to navigate this
challenging year.
This year’s annual report demonstrates what a small staff of four can do when working together
with 13 colleges and universities to attract, engage, and retain. I am proud to say that not one
program or initiative – save for our happy hours – went by the wayside in 2020. We pivoted,
experienced unprecedented times, and continued to deliver programs and services to our
members. In fact, Baltimore Collegetown Network provided more with less.
I encourage you to read more about the successes this network achieved in 2020. Launching a
new strategic plan, calculating the economic impact of the Collegetown and Gown Tour (over
$50 million gross tuition dollars in three years), and creating digital marketing campaigns for
prospective students to name a few.
While we are still in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, I look
forward to seeing you on the other side and remind myself often
“this, too, shall pass.”
Be well,

Kirsten Brinlee, Executive Director
kab@BaltimoreCollegetown.org

BRIGHT STUDENTS GROW THE REGION
Collegetown and Gown Tour (www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/tour)
Since 2017, Baltimore Collegetown has welcomed college counselors to tour 10 campuses in four days,
highlighting the best that the region has to offer college students. The tour drives enrollment and
raises the profile of Baltimore as a destination for college. Unlike other counselor tours which took
the year off due to the pandemic, Baltimore Collegetown persisted and created a visually-stunning,
information-rich virtual tour experience. Through our new digital program, 230+ high school
counselors, from 34 states and two countries, had the opportunity to engage with institutions and learn
about our great college town. Note: The tour is limited to 30 counselors for the in-person program.
In three years, the Collegetown and Gown Tour has attracted 700+ students to Greater Baltimore
and raised $52+ million in gross tuition dollars for our campuses. Read more about the Tour’s
impact on the next page.

Bet on You
(www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/bet-on-you)
The Bet on You campaign motivates prospective and current students to
choose Baltimore for their college destination. Including a one-minute
video, a micro-site with campus profiles, and social media campaign, Bet
on You has been seen by over 27,000 people and will boost admissions for
Fall 2021. Bet on You encourages students to invest in their education and
follow their path, while reminding them Baltimore has it all. No other
organization tells the story of Baltimore, the college town. Campaigns
like Bet on You matter, especially now, as students question value of a
college degree.
Thank you to our creative partners: Campus marketing and admissions
experts, videographer Dave Cooper, illustrator and MICA alumna Paige
Vickers, design firm Skelton Sprouls, and website vendor Systems Alliance.

Baltimore
Look Book
A bright, new
Baltimore Look
Book arrived in
admissions offices in
early 2021 with
photography, text, and
illustrations that
showcase our region
as a great place for
college. The cover,
like the Pantone color
of the year for 2021, is
yellow.

MEASURING THE IMPACT OF THE TOUR
Collegetown and Gown Tour (www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/tour)
Students fuel the higher education economic engine. Attracting students to the region is critically
important as Baltimore-area colleges prepare for the anticipated 2026 college enrollment drop1, while
simultaneously recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic. In some parts of the Mid-Atlantic region, the
number of college-going students may decrease as much as 15% based on demographic changes, and
enrollments are down 10% nationally2 because of the pandemic. The Collegetown and Gown Tour
welcomes counselors to the Baltimore region to counteract enrollment declines. Tour participants
have inspired thousands of applications and hundreds of enrollments. See the impact below:

Financial impact is calculated using application fee plus full tuition costs (in-state and out-of-state rates
were used accordingly). It does not consider financial aid and assumes retention of students from year to
year. The impact from the tour has a cumulative effect, with the 2017 cohort of counselors creating the
largest impact for most schools. 2020 admissions impact will be calculated in the fall of 2021.
To join the 2021 Tour, contact Assistant Director, Madison Boris at mboris@BaltimoreCollegetown.org.

Why this Matters
Beyond the enrollment and financial benefit for our participating colleges, 770 new college students
boost the overall economy and grow our region. Based on the 2018 Baltimore Collegetown Student
Survey, 38% of students say they will stay in Baltimore after graduation, up from only 19% 15 years
prior. Increasing enrollments drive after-graduation retention. As cited in Live Baltimore’s 2021
Residential Housing Market study3, younger singles and childless couples already living in the
Baltimore region are largest market for residential home-buying in Baltimore City. We can grow our
region by investing in programs like the Collegetown and Gown Tour.
1

https://www.cupahr.org/issue/feature/higher-ed-enrollment-cliff/
https://www.insidehighered.com/admissions/article/2020/11/16/college-applications-are-decreasing
3
https://livebaltimore.com/news/an-analysis-of-baltimore-citys-residential-market-potential/
2

LEAD CHANGE ON & OFF CAMPUS ONLINE
Collegetown Fellowship (www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/fellowship)
Collegetown Fellows connect with other students across campuses and with the community to make
Baltimore a stronger region. Designed for students who want to be social change makers and civically
engaged leaders, it starts with a fall semester course and is followed by programming and support
throughout an academic year. The Collegetown Fellowship is made possible through a grant from the T.
Rowe Price Foundation and support from membership dues.
This year’s cohort participated in the Social Entrepreneurship and Leadership course virtually and
partnered with Central Baltimore Partnership for three community engagement projects: Bridging the
Digital Divide, Uplifting Community Stories, and Brighter Future: Lighting Vacant Lots
Guest speakers included representatives from Collegetown alumni, Baltimore Corps, The Grid,
Innovation Works, JHU Social Innovation Lab, MICA Social Design, Venture for America, and the
France-Merrick Foundation.

Collegetown Civic Leadership Alumni
After surveying alumni from the last ten years of civic leadership
programs, we developed new engagement opportunities including
Collegetown CLASSes and Care Circles, plus a streamlined grant
application for small community projects.
Collegetown CLASSes (Civic Leadership Alumni Skill Share)
are virtual meetups where alumni and friends of Collegetown can
share skills and make connections. Watch the recordings of
Collegetown CLASSes on the Collegetown YouTube channel.
Monthly Care Circles are intimate, online gatherings for students,
alumni and staff, to creating space for sharing, reflecting, and
coming together in difficult times.

Grants
Since 2020, we have funded
small grants to current
students and alumni to get
ideas off the ground and
support local nonprofits. Our
2020 awardee is Kendal
Lee, University of
Maryland, Baltimore with a
grant to fund playstreets
curriculum with Central
Baltimore Partnership.
Support the Civic Leadership
Grants today:

www.BaltimoreCollegetown.
org/give

CONNECTIONS ON & OFF CAMPUS ONLINE
Collegetown Shuttle
(www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/shuttle)
Operating for twenty years, the Collegetown Shuttle has experienced its
fair share of changes and challenges. In addition to the navigating the
pandemic, Morgan State University withdrew from the program
effective July 1, 2020. No longer operating the Red Route, the new
Green Express Route connects Kenilworth Shopping Center, Towson
Town Center, and Towson Place. The Blue Route, connecting Penn
Station and Goucher, is our primary route, with additional access to
grocery and essential stores. Thank you our shuttle partners: ZBest Worldwide
for providing service and Leap Day Media for selling advertisements.

Access to transit is a persistent challenge for college students in
Baltimore. Already seeing national ridership declines, local
governments are struggling to fund existing service in the pandemic.
Baltimore Collegetown along with other member institutions and local
officials submitted requests to Kevin Quinn, MTA Administrator, to
preserve existing service when the agency proposed significant cuts to
Baltimore LINK. MTA decided to continue its service and rescinded the
proposed cuts for 2021.

Collegetown Underground

(www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/underground)
Collegetown Underground explored Civic Engagement in Baltimore
and beyond. The 2020 program included tours of the Maryland State
House and Baltimore City Hall, plus sessions about voter and census
engagement. After participating, 64% of students say they want to
stay in Baltimore upon graduation. Students gain an appreciation for
Baltimore, an understanding of how to create positive social change,
and connections with students from other colleges other than their own.

Bringing Students
Together
Cross Registration
For twenty years,
undergraduates from
Baltimore Collegetown
campuses can cross register
for classes at any member
institution. The Baltimore
Student Exchange
Program (BSEP) expands
course offerings and elevates
Baltimore as a connected
college town.

Student Governance
Student Activities Directors
bring student governance
leaders together for an annual
joint-training at the
Baltimore Collegetown
Student Governance
Summit. Working smarter,
not harder, these student
leaders share best practices
and connect with peers from
other campuses.

“It was wonderful being able to connect with other students from
different colleges and compare their campus experiences to mine.
Hearing their thoughts and what they’ve accomplished really inspired
and motivated me to become more engaged with my own campus
community.” – 2020 participant

Fall in Love with Baltimore.
Baltimore Collegetown brings students together from different campuses to show them Baltimore upclose. Through us, students find what they love most about the place they live, study, and have fun.

LAUNCH YOUR LIFE IN BALTIMORE
Collegetown Industry Days (www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org/industrydays)
Collegetown hosted two Industry Days in February 2020 – Startups and
Entrepreneurship and Public Service & Law – before the pandemic pivot
to virtual. These events provided students with industry information and
opportunities to connect with like-minded peers and leaders who
launched their careers in the Baltimore area. The remaining 2020
Industry Days were recorded virtually and are available on our YouTube
channel. Meet industry leaders and launch your life in Baltimore.
Virtual Industry Days will continue into 2021, and include: Biohealth,
Arts and Creatives, Emerging Technologies, and Sustainability. Thank
you to our sponsors: MTIP, Spark Baltimore, and Impact Hub Baltimore.

Lasting Ties to
the Region
Internship Board
Post and search internships
from across the region. The
only resource of its kind
locally, the internship board is
our second most visited page
on our website.
Internship Bootcamp
Welcoming 50+ employers,
this annual program teaches
how to build or revamp an
internship program. Offered
in partnership with Baltimore
County, the Maryland Career
Consortium, and the
Maryland Technology
Internship Program.
Speaking of… Baltimore
Collegetown supported
HB79, a bill that expands the
Maryland Technology
Internship Program to
include nonprofit
organizations.
B’More Graduated
Celebrating milestones in
2020 was just not the same.
Collegetown gave graduates
a virtual send-off on our
social media with our
B’More Graduated
campaign.

Photos from our 2020 Industry Days before March, masks, and distancing.

DEVELOPING TALENT IN THE REGION
DEGREES CONFERRED
Using data gathered from the Maryland Higher Education Consortium, Baltimore Collegetown member
institutions conferred 210,000 degrees over the last five years.

Majors

20142015

Degrees Conferred
2015- 2016- 20172016
2017
2018

STEM
Business, Marketing,
Management
Health and Human
Services
Legal, Public Admin.,
and Social Services
Education
Social Sciences
Visual, Performing Arts
Liberal Arts and
Humanities
Communications and
Journalism
Agriculture and
Conservation
Manufacturing,
Construction, and
Transportation
Architecture

8,215

8,362

8,421

9,196

9,657

4.8%

21.9%

8,126

8,368

8,815

9,092

9,235

1.5%

20.9%

7,865

7,848

7,986

7,847

8,308

5.5%

18.8%

4,508

4,657

4,566

4,488

4,475

-0.3%

10.1%

3,264

3,119

3,218

3,117

3,179

2.0%

7.2%

3,376
1,771

3,332
1,749

3,234
1,772

3,381
1,712

3,130
1,695

-8.0%
-1.0%

7.1%
3.8%

1,868

1,789

1,699

1,828

1,638

-11.6%

3.7%

1,403

1,363

1,503

1,404

1,324

-6.0%

3.0%

936

912

908

982

992

1.0%

2.2%

269
190
41,611

266
229
41,994

238
208
42,550

260
253
43,560

291
234
44,158

TOTAL

20182019

Growth % of
Rate
Total

10.7%
0.7%
-8.1%
0.5%
Overall 1.4%

Comparing the Region
Baltimore-area college students are most likely to graduate with degrees in Health and Human
Services, Business and Management, or STEM. When comparing to other college towns, like our
northern neighbor Philadelphia1, the growth and decline trends are similar, with the exception of Health
and Human Services, where Baltimore is seeing steady increases and Philadelphia a 7% decline. To
gain more insights about talent in the region, Baltimore Collegetown wants to commission an economic
development study that gathers open source LinkedIn data on alumni to determine retention of graduates
to the Baltimore region. Such a study would need additional financial support and be valuable in
Baltimore City’s and Baltimore County’s efforts to attract businesses looking for strong, local talent.
1

https://campusphilly.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/CampusPhilly-2019AnnualReport-web.pdf

TALK ABOUT TALENT
GROWING INDUSTRIES

The Economic Alliance of Greater Baltimore (EAGB) prioritizes strategic industry sectors2 that drive
economic activity in the Greater Baltimore region. Sectors that are growing include: Agriculture,
Healthcare, Life Sciences, Cybersecurity, Information Technology, and Logistics and
Manufacturing. Standalone profiles for sectors of growing significance in the region have also been
created and include profiles for Energy, Digital Health, Higher Education, and Defense Technology.
With growing trends in graduates for all strategic industries, it’s clear that local graduates can launch
their life in Baltimore and contribute to driving Baltimore’s growth.

Note: total number of degrees conferred in last five years.

Cybersecurity
0.6%

2

https://www.greaterbaltimore.org/data/industry-profiles

REACHING OUR AUDIENCE
Collegetown Newsletters
Collegetown publishes four newsletters to reach our various stakeholders. Weekly Cheap and Free is
our long-standing newsletter featuring the top four events every week and discounted tickets. Beginning
in March, Marketing Director, Kae Monsanto, remixed the content to feature COVID-19 updates, virtual
events, and coping strategies for students during this time. Find the newsletter in your inbox every
Thursday during the fall and spring semesters.
Talk of the Town stakeholder newsletters feature a letter from Executive Director, Kirsten Brinlee, and
updates about all Baltimore Collegetown programs. Our stakeholders include senior leadership at our
colleges and universities, business and nonprofit leaders, elected officials, and community members. We
publish six issues of Talk of the Town, with an occasional special edition for holidays (or pandemics).
In February 2020, we launched Catch Up with Collegetown, a bi-weekly digest of Baltimore
Collegetown’s shareable news. Geared toward Communities of Practice, forward it to a student leader,
register for a professional development event, and stay in touch with colleges through this newsletter.
This newsletter also accepts submissions from our member institutions to share with 13 colleges.
Staying in touch with our 600+ high-achieving alumni drives the content for our Civic Leadership
Alumni Newsletter. Madison Boris shares the latest updates from the Civic Leadership Alumni Board,
including grants, Collegetown CLASSes, and Care Circles. Alumni Facebook and LinkedIn pages are
active with job postings and volunteer opportunities.

Website (www.BaltimoreCollegetown.org)
The Baltimore Collegetown Network website shows Baltimore as a vibrant, cultural, quirky city that
offers small town charm with large city benefits. It highlights member colleges, shares content about
things to do, includes information about our programs, expands the internship board, and more. Since its
launch in 2015, the organization has grown significantly and so has the region. This year, we added over
170 new resources to our website.
We need a new website to keep Baltimore
Collegetown’s digital presence stylish and
forward thinking.
Note: Overall website traffic in 2020 has been down
significantly (more 50%) due to suspended
Collegetown Shuttle operations.

Social Media
Find out what’s happening on campuses and
in the community from a college student
perspective on Baltimore Collegetown’s
Social Media with 9,000+ followers across
four platforms.

BETTER TOGETHER
Communities of Practice (https://baltimorecollegetown.org/communities-of-practice)
Collegetown convened groups of faculty and staff to encourage collaboration, networking, and
professional development across campuses. This year more than ever, faculty and staff needed
conversations and advice to navigate the pandemic. We hosted more than 100 meetings for
Communities of Practice. They include:
Leading Locally
• Admissions and Marketing and Collegetown and Gown Tour
Committee
and Globally
• Arts and Humanities Leaders (in partnership with GBCA)
Association for
• Baltimore Student Exchange Program (Registrars)
Collaborative Leadership
• Campus Voting and Census Engagement
(ACL)
• Case Managers
Kirsten Brinlee presented
Baltimore Collegetown’s
• COVID-19 Response (in partnership with local health departments)
COVID-19 interventions
• Emergency Management
during a lightning round
session at the 2020 ACL
• Events and Marketers Roundtable (in partnership with Downtown
International Conference.
Partnership)
• Human Resources
GIVE Fellowship
Molly Hayeslip joined the
• Service Learning and Civic Engagement
2020 GIVE Fellowship
• Student Activities and SGA Summit Committee
Cohort with Business
Volunteers Maryland. Young
• Sustainability (B’CaUSE)
professionals partner with
• Transportation (Shuttle Committee)
local nonprofits, building
• Vice Presidents for Student Affairs
lasting connections.
Community of Practice Special Event: Story of Plastics
Sustainability professionals at JHU, Towson University, and UMBC worked
with Baltimore Collegetown to host a virtual event on The Story of Plastic.
Registrants watched the documentary and then joined a panel of speakers,
including Brooke Lierman. Watch the event on our YouTube Channel.

American Marketing
Association
Kae Monsanto and Madison
Boris attended the national
AMA conference on
marketing strategies for
Higher Education.

Baltimore-Area Event Planners and Marketers
Round Table

RESET and HIFI
The Collegetown team
completed professional
development courses by
Jocelyn Glei, a productivity
expert. RESET and HIFI
courses taught us how to
create better work life
balance and values
alignment. 2020 was the
perfect year for diving into
this material.

The Baltimore Event Planner and Marketer Round Table brings
professionals in similar roles together to inspire connections, build
community, share ideas and best practices, and offer advice.
If it happens in Baltimore, this
group plans it. Led by Assistant
Director Madison Boris and Marissa
Moss from Downtown Partnership,
this much-needed professional
development launched mid-pandemic.

RESPONDING TO 2020’S PANDEMICS
COVID-19 Pandemic

(https://baltimorecollegetown.org/colleges/plan-your-visit/covid-19)
The pandemic has changed nearly everything we do, reduced our FY21 operating budget by 40%, and
kept us distanced and apart for more than a year. It remains true that we go farther when we go
together. Baltimore Collegetown’s efforts to support our members through the pandemic include:
•
•

•

•

Navigate COVID-19: Creating a robust COVID-19 micro-website with campus reopening
plans, academic and health resources, and credible guidance.
Social Media Campaign: Communicating key messages from
Baltimore City and County health departments to college
students, reaching over 10,000
COVID-19 Communities of Practice: Convening a COVID-19
community of practice with Baltimore City and Baltimore
County health departments to provide credible information and
aid in reopening campus plans.
Adjusted Shuttle Route: The Collegetown Shuttle restarted
operations on January 25, 2021 at reduced capacity. The new
express route provides access to more grocery stores and other
essential needs.

The Ongoing Pandemic of Anti-Black Racism in America

(https://baltimorecollegetown.org/collegetown-fellowship/black-lives-matter)
The 400-year-old pandemic of Anti-Black racism in America came into sharp focus in 2020 after the
murders of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd and many other innocent black men and
women. College campuses made statements supporting racial justice and equity. Baltimore Collegetown
stands with Black Lives Matter and increased our support for anti-racist education and activism.

Ten years ago, Collegetown launched civic leadership programs to connect students to community.
Understanding Baltimore's history, specifically the impact of racism and white supremacy on the region,
have always been part of the curriculum. In June, we began hosting monthly Care Circles for students
and alumni, creating a space to cope in difficult times. We published a Resource Guide linked above,
including campus and community resources.
Conversations in 2020 about racial justice felt familiar to Baltimore’s
conversations after Freddie Gray’s death. While progress has been
slow, compared to 2015, there are now more ways for students to learn
about racism. There are more spaces and opportunities for dialogue,
and there are more relationships with community.
We still have a long way to go. With continued commitment, college
campuses can advance racial and social justice while educating the
next generation of leaders for a better world.

GOVERNANCE & FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
About Baltimore Collegetown
Baltimore Collegetown Network began as a grassroots effort led by senior leadership at area colleges to
promote the region as a premier college destination more than twenty years ago. Since our founding,
there have been some changes in our member list, which brought such a change. University of
Maryland, College Park left the network mid fiscal year, at the end of 2020. The loss of a member
institution is significant and alters what we are capable of achieving together. Consider how Baltimore
Collegetown and our collaborative partnerships can be included in your institution’s recovery
efforts and strategies moving forward.
Baltimore Collegetown is governed by a board of directors made up of Vice Presidents from each
institution and two affiliate members. Under the leadership of executive committee and the executive
director, the organization aims to take on an ambitious strategic plan. With several new board members,
I encourage university presidents to strengthen our efforts with commitment and vocal support of
Baltimore Collegetown to other senior leaders and cabinet members. Now is the time to stick together
and fund strategies that attract, engage, and retain students to Greater Baltimore.

Paycheck Protection Program and Emergency Funding
Baltimore Collegetown received a Paycheck Protection Program Loan from Rosedale Federal Savings
and Loan and the Small Business Administration in June. We submitted an early application for the
Second Draw PPP, passed by Congress at the end of 2020, and received an additional funds in February
2021. The organization expects to receive full forgiveness of these loans as they were used to cover
payroll and other forgivable expenses.
Baltimore Collegetown also received two emergency funding grants from the Baltimore Community
Foundation and the Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development’s Nonprofit
Organization Recovery Initiative (NORI). These grants ($5,000 and $10,000) supported our COVID-19
relief efforts and virtual industry and career programs. PPP and these grants provided $150,000 in
emergency aid to the organization.

Grants
External funding supplements college membership dues to fund program and operating costs. Thank you
to our funders: Baltimore City Mayor’s Office for $10,000 operating support, Baltimore County
Economic Development for $5,000 in online event support, The American Trading and Production
Corporation for $5,000 over two years for operating support, and T. Rowe Price Foundation for $10,000
for the Collegetown Fellowship.

Financial Outlook
Baltimore Collegetown Network is a small nonprofit, employing four staff members with an annual
budget for FY21 of $725,000. With these very limited resources, our consortium aims to take on
projects that amplify the individual efforts of each of our member institutions. As we all navigate
significant budget challenges and prepare for FY22, I ask the colleges and affiliate members to continue
supporting the organization through continued membership. I welcome the opportunity to meet with
prospective college members and affiliate members.

BALTIMORE COLLEGETOWN LEADERSHIP
Executive Committee

Governing Board Members

President
Yvette Mozie-Ross, Ph.D.
UMBC

Richard Lilley
Community College of Baltimore County

Vice President
Gregory FitzGerald
Notre Dame of Maryland University
Treasurer
Robert Kelly, Ph.D.
Loyola University Maryland

Stephane Coldren
Goucher College
Christian Lallo
MICA
Tiffany Sanchez
Stevenson University

Past President
Flavius Lilly, Ph.D., MPH
University of Maryland, Baltimore

Vernon Hurte, Ph.D.
Towson University
Nicole Marano
University of Baltimore

Member-At-Large
Kevin Banks, Ph.D.
Morgan State University

Vacant
Baltimore City

Member-At-Large
Kevin Shollenberger
Johns Hopkins University

Sara Trenery
Baltimore County

Staff
Kirsten Brinlee
Executive Director
Fellowship, Operations, Partnerships

Kae Monsanto
Marketing Director
Campaigns, Publications, Outreach

Madison Boris
Assistant Director
Tour, Industry and Civic Leadership Alumni programs,
Special Events

Molly Hayeslip
Program Manager
Shuttle, Communities of Practice,
Underground

Ava Kemp, Goucher College, and Anna Bracket, MICA, Collegetown Interns 2020-2021
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